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We translate systems science 
into free tools to help 

companies and investors 
respond effectively to

today’s biggest challenges
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What is future-fitness?

A Future-Fit® Society will protect the 
possibility that humans and other life
can flourish on Earth forever.

Environmentally restorative

Socially just

Economically inclusive



Our global economic system is broken



The SDGs are a global response to today’s challenges…

… and they are a purchase order from the future



Environment

But to hit the SDGs we must rethink “value creation”
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Shareholder Value Shared Value System Value

Business

Financial returns are all 

that matters: companies

privatize gains and

externalise losses

Business comes first: negative 

impacts are often not sufficiently

internalised – or are justified –

by ‘doing good’ elsewhere

Business addresses societal

challenges in a holistic way,

while not hindering progress

toward a future-fit society



Company

Industry
Rivalry

Suppliers Buyers

NewEntrants Substitutes

Most business leaders today think like this….

…but success in the 21st Century demands more



From Porter’s 5 Forces
to Future-Fit’s 8 Forces
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4321 For the full story we must 
assess progress toward and 
beyond an extra-financial 

break-even point

necessary
break-even

state

Progress toward short-
term goals matters only if 

they contribute to the 
right long-term aims

arbitrary
short-term

goals

A focus on best practice 
by sector (e.g. ratings like 

DJSI) only drives a race
to be ‘least bad’

another
company

another
company

Assessing company 
performance relative to 
a past year doesn’t tell 

us where it is going

a past
year

To pursue system value we need a new kind of benchmark

Company 
today

current
state

Future-Fit 
company

ß Past Future à



Free to UseScience-Based

Future-Focused

Introducing the Future-Fit Business Benchmark

Actionable



Our physical presence protects the 
health of ecosystems and communities

People have the capacity and
opportunity to lead fulfilling lives

Natural resources are managed to safeguard
communities, animals and ecosystems

Energy is renewable
and available to all

Water is responsibly sourced
and available to all

Waste does
not exist

The environment is
free from pollution

In a Future-Fit Society…

Social norms, global governance and economic growth
drive the pursuit of future-fitness



Business is conducted ethically

Financial assets safeguard the pursuit of future-fitness

Energy is from renewable sources

Break-Even Goals
What every company

must strive to do
to avoid slowing down

society’s progress
toward future-fitness

Natural resources are managed to respect the welfare of ecosystems, people and animals

Operations emit no greenhouse gases

Employee health is safeguarded

Employees are subject to fair employment terms

Employee concerns are actively solicited, impartially judged and transparently addressed

Product concerns are actively solicited, impartially judged and transparently addressed

Products emit no greenhouse gases

Products can be repurposed

Lobbying and corporate influence safeguard the pursuit of future-fitness

Operational emissions do not harm people or the environment

Community health is safeguarded

Water use is environmentally responsible and socially equitable

Procurement safeguards the pursuit of future-fitness

Operational waste is eliminated
Operations do not encroach on ecosystems or communities

Employees are paid at least a living wage

Employees are not subject to discrimination

Product communications are honest, ethical, and promote responsible use

Products do not harm people or the environment

The right tax is paid in the right place at the right time

Pollution

Energy

People

Drivers

Water
Natural Resources

Presence

WasteFuture-Fit
Foundation



Market mechanisms are strengthened in pursuit of future-fitness

Pollution

Energy

People

Drivers

Water

Natural Resources

Presence

Waste

Governance is strengthened in pursuit of future-fitness

Others depend less on non-renewable energy

Others contribute less to water stress

Others depend less on inadequately-managed natural resources

Others cause less damage to areas of high social or cultural value

Waste is reclaimed and repurposed

People's capabilities are strengthened

Individual freedoms are upheld for more people

Ecosystems are regenerated

Harmful emissions are removed from the environment

Infrastructure is strengthened in pursuit of future-fitness

More people have access to clean water

Others cause less ecosystem degradation

More people have access to energy

Social cohesion is strengthened

Others generate fewer harmful emissions
Greenhouse gases are removed from the atmosphere

Others generate less waste

More people are healthy and safe from harm

More people have access to economic opportunity

Others generate lower greenhouse gas emissions

Areas of high social or cultural value are restored

Social norms increasingly support the pursuit of future-fitness

Positive Pursuits
What any company
may choose to do
to help speed up
society’s progress

toward future-fitness

Future-Fit
Foundation



Identify key 
performance 

gaps

Prioritize 
corrective 

actions

Execute 
to close

gaps

Calculate 
Future-Fit

metrics

Optional

Independent 
Assurance
by accredited 
third parties

Optional
Publish

Progress
in a credible, concise 
and comparable way

Future-Fit brings
extra-financial performance

into the core business

Self assessment
Assess where you are now, and identify 
where action is most urgent/beneficial

Independent assurance
Explain how your plans and actions are 
helping society to make real progress

Sensitive data
stays inside

the company



Performance including 
future commitments

Required effort to close 
performance gap

Value in closing the
performance gap

Performance recommendations:
• It is not clear whether flexible working conditions 

(including flexibility in timing and location of work 
where possible) are made available to all employees. 
This should be included in the Global Labor Guidelines 
and associated procedures ( ^ score 20%).

• There does not appear to be formalized policy in place 
relating to supporting, accommodating and 
compensating employees affected by work-related 
health issues or accidents. It is recommended to 
include this into OHS (or other) policies (^ score 
20%).

Data collection recommendations:
• More explicit information could be provided 

demonstrating that / tracking whether all employees 
and affiliates are covered by OHS Policy or Global 
Labour Guidelines and associated processes.

10. Employee Health is Safeguarded

Low

N/A

A Future-Fit Business safeguards the health of its employees by ensuring physically safe work 
environments, having zero tolerance for harassment and bullying, and by nurturing emotional and mental 
wellbeing.

2016 Future Fitness

60%

Low

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

5c. Operational emissions do not harm people or the environment (liquid)
17b. Products do not harm people or the environment - Supplementary materials…
17c. Products do not harm people or the environment - Materials used to deliver…

2. Water use is environmentally responsible and socially equitable - Water…
8. Operations do not encroach on ecosystems or communities

18. Products emit no greenhouse gases
7. Operational waste is eliminated

4. Procurement safeguards the pursuit of future fitness
20. Business is conducted ethically

9. Community health is safeguarded
6. Operations emit no greenhouse gases

12. Employees are subject to fair employment terms
1. Energy is from renewable sources

22. Lobbying and corporate influence safeguard the pursuit of future fitness
21. The right tax is paid in the right place at the right time

5a. Operational emissions do not harm people or the environment (gaseous)
10. Employee health is safeguarded

2. Water use is environmentally responsible and socially equitable - Water…
11. Employees are paid at least a liv ing wage

13. Employees are not subject to discrimination
14. Employee concerns are actively solicited, impartially judged and transparently…

15. Product communications are honest, ethical, and promote responsible use
16. Product concerns are actively solicited, impartially  judged and transparently…
17a. Products do not harm people or the environment - Sold or leased goods &…
3. Natural resources are managed to respect the welfare of ecosystems, people…

5b. Operational emissions do not harm people or the environment (solid)
19. Products can be repurposed

23. Financial assets safeguard the pursuit of future fitness Not calculated
Not calculated

Cannot yet be calculated due to lack of useful data

Not calculated

6

Our performance against Future Fit criteria

5 April 2018Stacking up to the FFBB

Future-Fit underpins The Body Shop’s 2040 
ambition to be a “truly sustainable business”

Novo Nordisk worked with DNV-GL and Grant Thornton 
to produce its first assured Future-Fit “Score Card”



This plan outlines Hermes EOS’ engagement objectives for the three-year period 2018-20, to be carried 
out on behalf of our clients. It builds on last year’s plan, following a review of external trends in the 
market and feedback collected from our clients through a formal survey of their priorities and 
discussions at our Client Advisory Council and one-to-one.

Engagement themes for 2018-20 

¹  Includes cyber security.
²  Includes tax and bribery & corruption.
³  Includes diversity & inclusion.

Governance Strategy, risk & 
communication

Environment Social
Pollution

Natural 
resource 
efficiency 

Climate
change

Human
rights

Human 
capital 

management3 

Shareholder 
protection 

&
rights 

Executive
remuneration

Business 
purpose &
strategy

Board 
composition &
effectiveness 

Corporate
reporting

Stewardship

Risk 
management¹

Conduct, 
culture & 

ethics²

Changes to our plan over the last year
In the last year, we reviewed our engagement priorities through a desk-based horizon-scanning exercise of emerging stewardship themes and internal team 
discussion. This was supplemented by feedback from our clients through a formal survey of their stewardship priorities, together with discussions at our 
Client Advisory Council and further client one-to-one discussions. This confirmed that we should retain significant continuity with last year’s themes, but 
also adopt some changes, particularly to our theme structure and balance of criteria for selection of companies in the engagement programme. 

We have adjusted our themes to ensure each reflects a similar order of priority and potential for engagement. Water stress and waste management 
have been consolidated into the new theme of natural resource efficiency, which also includes circular economy issues and sustainable agriculture. 
Labour rights is now included as part of wider human capital management. Conduct, culture & ethics now includes bribery & corruption and tax 
issues. A new theme of risk management incorporates cyber security as well as taking a broader perspective of corporate risk management. Corporate 
reporting now includes integrated reporting. Our horizon-scanning exercise led to our inclusion of an increased focus on issues related to public health 
and wellbeing in the consumer & retail sector, including more sustainable food and diet. Business purpose & strategy will include an additional focus 
on the need to respond to more prevalent disruptive technologies. Risk management will also cover the need for companies to prepare for more 
unpredictable and changeable policy and regulation in response to the rise of populism. We continue to review the potential for the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) to inform our engagement programme in the light of the responses of a number of companies which now frequently 
articulate companies’ support and delivery of the SDGs. 

In response to client feedback, we have modestly increased the relative weight attributed to ESG-risk and engagement feasibility criteria, resulting in 
the selection of more smaller but riskier companies with greater engagement potential. Although the figure for assets under advice targeted remains 
flat at around 45%, the overall number of companies in the engagement programme, at 361, is modestly lower than last year (2017: 387), with 70 Tier 1 
companies (2017: 66), 180 Tier 2 companies (2017: 204) and 111 Tier 3 companies (2017: 119). This smaller number will allow the team to have greater 
capacity to react to issues during the year which may present a greater engagement opportunity than can be foreseen at the time of planning. Further 
details of the structure of the engagement plan are set out in the following pages.

Plan coverage

6Hermes EOS 2018–2020 engagement objectives and plan
Confidential. For use by Hermes EOS clients only.

Hermes Equity Ownership Services is using the 
Benchmark to enhance its engagement framework

The Impact Opportunities Equity Fund is seeking to 
gain additional insight into the fitness of its portfolio

c.$700bn assets under 
management & advice



Future-Fit is a new kind of 
business tool which equips

you to do three things

Future-Fit is a new kind of 
business tool… which equips

you to do three things

Future-Fit
Set better business ambitions

SOCIETAL REQUIREMENTS

Improve day-to-day decisions
MANAGEMENT GUIDANCE

Say more with less effort
EXTERNAL REPORTING
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